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Abstract: Data hosting on cloud decreases cost of IT maintenance and data reliability get enhance. Nowadays, customers can
store their data on single cloud, which has some drawbacks. First is vendor lock in problem and second is security on cloud. The
solution to this problem is to store the data on different cloud server without redundancy using encryption algorithm. Customers
do not want to lose their sensitive data on cloud. Another issue of cloud computing is data thievery should be overcome to supply
higher service. Multi-cloud environment has ability to scale back security risks. To avoid security risk we offer framework.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing can be a virtualized resources that allows user to gain access in web base environment on demand. in a cloud
computing environment, people and businesses work with applications and data hold on and/or maintained on shared machines in a
internet environment instead of physically situated within the home of a user or as company [2] environment. More and more enterprices and organizations are hosting all or part of their data into the cloud, in order to reduce the IT maintenance cost and enhance
the data reliability [3], [4], [5].
In multi cloud data Storage, data and information are shared with external users, so cloud computing users need to avoid vital
information from attackers or malicious business executive is of essential importance. Users are responsible for protecting operating
system and cloud providers must provide protection for user’s data. Resources within the cloud are accessed through the net,
oftentimes even though the cloud supplier concentrates on security within the cloud infrastructure; the information continues to be
transmitted to the users through networks which may be insecure. So the basic motivation behind this is1) To use SIC Secure-Inter-Cloud Architecture. It is three-tier architecture. There is one CSP i.e. Cloud Service Provider.
2) This is the main central server which keeps the data about clients. Clients/users do not have any idea about where exactly the
data/files have been stored.
3) Data is stored in cloud server. The servers may reside in different physical locations. The CSP decides the servers for data
storage depending upon available spaces.
4) This implementation uses load balancing algorithms for making the decision, on which server we should actually store the data.
The CSP will also keep track about the files stored on each server. The cloud servers will only store the data, but they will not
have any records about the user accounts, their passwords or encryption and decryption keys. [7].
II. PROPOSED DESIGN

Fig.1 SIC Architecture
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SIC - Secure Inter-Cloud Architecture. The proposed architecture is the 3 tier architecture. There is one CSP in architecture i.e.
cloud service provider. This is main server which keeps the client’s data. Any cloud service user can be represented by client in
figure . Clients/users do not have any idea about where exactly the data/files has been stored. Data is stored in cloud server. The
servers may located in different physical locations. The CSP decides the servers for storage of data depending upon available spaces.
The CSP will also keep watch on the files stored on each server. The cloud servers will only store the data, but they will not have
any records about the user accounts, their passwords or encryption and decryption keys.
CSP is central server, it must be well configured. Care should be taken for protection of CSP. Cloud service provider acts as an
effective bridge between the user and cloud server. Cloud users, who have data to be stored in the cloud and rely on the cloud for
data computation, consist of both individual consumers and organizations.
A. Working and Results of Proposed System
The working system implements the concept of multiple clouds and provides data security with RSA algorithm. When user wants
to upload the data to system then the data get encrypted with private key. And when user wants to download the data from the
system then with help of public key, the data get decrypted and downloaded from the system. Also this system implemented CSP
module which will give the guarantee to the client of cloud that their document will be safe on server and if any unauthorized access
happen on server then CSP rectify problem very first.
Fig 2 shows login form for user authentication. User can authenticate their self with username and password. Once authentication of
user is done this user dashboard get open as shown in Fig. 3 when user clicks on folder the folder get opened and then users are
allowed to upload and download the file from folder. When user get authenticate their self, the public and private keys are generated
dynamically as shown in Fig. 4. If user wants to upload the file to the server then he/she has to enter the private key to encrypt the
file as shown in Fig. 5. And if user wants to download the file from the server then he/she has to enter the public key to decrypt the
file as shown in Fig. 6. The encrypted format is shown in Fig 7.

Fig. 2: Login page

Fig. 3 Dashboard page
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Fig. 4 key page

Fig. 5 File which stored in encrypted format.

Fig. 6 Download file
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Fig. 7 Encrypted Format
At another side of this implementation there is a cloud service provider. Once authentication of cloud service provider is done then
they are allowed to see the files and their details uploaded by users on the cloud as shown in Fig. 8. Also CSP have authority to
check if the files are safe or not on the server. Fig. 9 shows the status of files.

Fig. 8 Authorized Files

Fig. 9 File Status
III. CONCLUSION
We are here proposed a secure multi-cloud architecture in cloud computing, which provide secure environment to customer to store
and retrieve information or data securely and without access failure and within minimal time. We are going to provide secure data
by using encryption and by storing data on multiple cloud servers. The sensitive user account information will also secure on
different centre server which will help in securing the data from attacks.
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